Implementation of the 2019 Revisions to the Credit for Reinsurance Model Law #785
[status as of April 25, 2022]

Disclaimer: This map represents state action or pending state action regarding NAIC amendments to the model(s). This map does not reflect a determination as to whether the pending or enacted legislation contains all elements of NAIC amendments to the model(s) or whether a state meets any applicable accreditation standards.
Implementation of the 2019 Revisions to the Credit for Reinsurance Model Regulation #786
[status as of April 29, 2022]

Disclaimer: This map represents state action or pending state action regarding NAIC amendments to the model(s). This map does not reflect a determination as to whether the pending or enacted legislation contains all elements of NAIC amendments to the model(s) or whether a state meets any applicable accreditation standards.